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Founded in 1965, utilizing both German technology and Chinese wisdom, Reliance is dedicated to manufacturing electric control distribution

products. Covering an area of 60,000 square meters and owning assets of over 30 million USD, Reliance is committed to becoming a world-class

Chinese company to provide customers with excellent products and services.

Passed ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS18001 international quality management systems, Reliance integrates R&D, manufacturing, sales and

service, owning world-class manufacturing equipment, advanced technical process and a high-level laboratory, listed as UL witness lab

Reliance participated in setting a number of national standards and industrial standards and got many core patents.

Reliance products include din rail terminal blocks, PCB terminal blocks, rotary (auxiliary) switches, switching power supplies, relays, HDC etc.,

which are certified with UL, CE, VDE, RoHS, CCS and etc. Our products were used in many major projects such as Three Gorges Dam, Beijing

Olympic Birds Nest Stadium and etc.

With the spirit of loyalty, dedication, innovation and high efficiency, Reliance provides you excellent products and high quality service. Our

vision is to create a world-class Chinese brand and become a reliable electric expert for global customers.

Professional R&D Team

Reliance has an experience & professional

R&D team and cooperates with universities

to establish a school-enterprise research base.

Selected High-quality Raw Materials

Reliance adopts high-quality raw materials from

world-class brands such as BASF/DuPont/Luoyang

Copper/Baosteel

World-class Production Equipment

Reliance uses advanced equipment like Demag

from Germany, AGIE CHARMILLES from Switzerland.

Strict Testing Methods

Reliance lab is authorized as UL witness lab.

Efficient Automatic Production

Reliance has a number of automated assembly

testing lines with independent intellectual

property rights.

Accurate Product Traceability

Reliance adopts bar code tracking management

for manufacturing, inspecting, stock, shipment,

so that each order has complete traceability.

Standard Site Management

5S management in the office area

and production site
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Founded in South Zhonglieci Street, Chengdu.

JX2 and B2 series terminal blocks were listed in the provincial plan of Sichuan Mechanic Industry.

The products were listed in state plan of the Ministry of Machine-Building Industry.

The company was listed as one of the 19 nationally appointed terminal blocks manufactuers by the
Ministry of Machine-Building Industry. The products started to be sold all over the country.

The compnay was renamed as Chengdu Low Voltage Electric Factory.

The company was recognized as the sole Technological Transformation Project of Electric
Control Accessories Industry in the National “Seventh Five-year Plan”.

The company was nominated and has been on the chairman-ship of the Accessory Committee of Electric
Control Power Distribution Equipment Branch and China Electrical Equipment Industry Association.

The compnay cooperated with Werdmuller Interface GmbH & Co. and founded a joint venture
named Chengdu Werdmuller Interface Co., Ltd.

Renamed as Chengdu Reliance Electric Co., Ltd. and ERP was successfully put online.

The company’s first international invention patent was approved.

Recognized as National High-Tech Enterprise.

Recognized as Sichuan Province Enterprise Technology Center.

Listed as a UL witness laboratory.

Became a holding subsidiary of the listed company Tianjin Benefo Tejing Electric Co., Ltd.

Developed the first fully protective Terminal block in the world.

Granted as the global supplier by GE in USA.
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RXD SERIES  Auxiliary Switches 

It is mainly applicable for closing, opening, interlocking, signal loop control of circuit breakers, earth switches,  isolating

switches and other operating mechanisms in high-voltage electrical equipment. It can also be used as rotary switch and

combination switches.

Advantages

 Overviews
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Fully copper clamping structure for long-term protection in hostile environments such as humidity, salt spray.

High wiring efficiency and reliable connection owing to clamping yoke system

Wide wiring range: 0.5-4 sqmm

Sliver alloy contacts for strong arc resistance and low contact resistance

Set arc extinguishing device, strong breaking ability

Thin stage, compact structure, small size

The switches adopt multi-stage structure and the stage no. can be customized

The timing sequence can be customized by clients'needs.

Excellent electrical and mechanical property

Excellent Electrical and Mechanical Property

The insulator made of modified PA66 has excellent electrical and mechanical properties and the flame retardant 

rating reaches UL94 V0. The material complys with RoHS requirement. PA66 have good resistance to termites, 

anaerobes, funguses because it does not provide oxygen and other biological elements for microorganisms. 

UL 94

PA 66 Electrical Parameters  

Resistivity

Dielectric strength

Comparative tracking index

Min static service temperature

Flame retardant rating(V0)

Fully copper clamping structure for long-term protection 
in hostile environments such as humidity, salt spray.

The current bar with regular striated design could cut
through the possible oxide layer on wire surface to
guarantee good electrical connection.  

The clamping yoke can prevent the screws from loosing 
by using “Reakdyn Principle”. The self-locking of the 
screw is achieved by “Reakdyn Gap” in the upper part 
of the clamping yoke. During the tightening of the screw,
the lifting cylinder is elastically deformed to make frictional
force of the thread gradually increased, so that the screw
and the wire are reliably connected without loosening.

The screws are made of high-strength copper alloy, the 
clamping yoke are made of copper alloy resistant to stress 
cracking, and the surfaces of these metal parts are plated 
by nickel. The fully copper clamping structure can avoid the
battery effect of steel parts and copper wires in wet
conditions to prevent the electrical corrosion of the 
auxiliary switch in the long-term use.

Sliver alloy contacts for strong arc resistance/
low contact resistance

＞

＞

＞

Dynamic and static contacts are made of silver-nickel 
alloy material, which has low contact resistance, 
excellent anti-welding performance and arc-burning 
resistance. When working for a long time, the 
electrical performance is reliable.

It can guarantee low contact resistance for long-term 
operation.

The contact has a special surface treatment to prevent
surface oxidation and corrosion. The contacts are vacuum 
packed for transportation and sealed in an incubator for
storage in factory, and assembled dust-free workshop.  
The moving contact is assembled in the closed insulator
to prevent dust and ensure reliable electrical contact.

Thin stage, compact structure, small size

The switches adopt multi-stage structure and the stage

 no. can be customized. The stages of the switches 

could reach 40 to control 80 loops.

Set arc extinguishing device, strong breaking ability

Based on installation environment, the switch is
equipped with an arc extinguishing device to accelerate
arc extinguishing by magnetic blowout between the
moving and static contacts. The contact ablation and
material transfer are alleviated, and the breaking
capacity of the auxiliary switch is improved. It makes
the life of the auxiliary switch longer.

The arc self-cleaning effect under the magnetic blowing 
ensures a low voltage drop between the contacts, so that 
the contact resistance value is small in long-term use.

Various wiring way/Wide wiring range

Solid copper wires

Stranded copper wires

Standed copper wires with ferrules

Wide wiring range: 0.5-4 sqmm

Screw

Clamping yoke

Current bar

Current bar

Contact

Fully copper clamping structure/High wiring efficiency
Resistance to harsh environments
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Dynamic and static contacts are made of silver-nickel 
alloy material, which has low contact resistance, 
excellent anti-welding performance and arc-burning 
resistance. When working for a long time, the 
electrical performance is reliable.

It can guarantee low contact resistance for long-term 
operation.

The contact has a special surface treatment to prevent
surface oxidation and corrosion. The contacts are vacuum 
packed for transportation and sealed in an incubator for
storage in factory, and assembled dust-free workshop.  
The moving contact is assembled in the closed insulator
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Set arc extinguishing device, strong breaking ability

Based on installation environment, the switch is
equipped with an arc extinguishing device to accelerate
arc extinguishing by magnetic blowout between the
moving and static contacts. The contact ablation and
material transfer are alleviated, and the breaking
capacity of the auxiliary switch is improved. It makes
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Customized timing sequence and contacts

Two pairs of dynamic and static contacts  on each stage can form two independent circuits. The NO/NC 

contacts no. is  twice of switches stages no. and the contacts can be customized when the operating 

angle is within 180 degree.

The timing sequence can be customized per client's requirement. The operating angle can be set as “0-90 

degree”, “0-180 degree”, “-90-90 degree”.

Customized timing sequence case:

Contacts SN

The switching accuracy of rotary switch is 

Ordering notes 

Please confirm the following information:

Overall dimension of the switches

The initial position and rotation direction of the switches

The timing sequence requirement

The rotating speed of the switches

 Patents

GB 2451621   Ultra-thin rotary switch (International invention patent ）

ZL 200710049339.0    One rotary switch

ZL 200520036253.0    Ultra-thin rotary switch

ZL 200720079971.5     A rotation shaft of the rotary switch

ZL 200720079972.X    A contact box of the rotary switch

ZL 200820140518.5    A splitlevel rotary switch

ZL 201120046596.0     An auxiliary switch that easily breaks the current

ZL  201220378613.5    An auxiliary switch, easy to install

ZL 201220376981.6     A feed-through auxiliary switch

ZL 201220377059.9     A quick connecting cam switch

ZL 201220677547.1     A cam switch, easy to install

ZL 201220677344.2     A cam switch, easy to install

Product pictures
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 Four holes installation

����

延时接点

常规接点

常规接点

标准时序图,可根据用户要求定制时序

RXD10 series auxiliary switches are mainly applicable for circuit breakers, earth switches, isolating switches and other 

operating mechanisms in high-voltage electrical equipment. The switches stages can reach 40. The switches has built-in 

arc extinguishing device which has big advantage for breaking DC inductive loop. The silver-nickel alloy contacts with gold 

plated can be customized per client's requirement.

Rated insulation voltage

Conventional althermal current
                   (Ith)

Rated impulse voltage

Use Catagory

AC-15

DC-13

690V

20A

4000V

Voltage level

220V

110V

220V

110V

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Connection section

200,000 times

10,000 times, 220VDC, 3A, L/R=20ms

10,000 times, 110VDC, 6A, L/R=20ms

4mm2

Breaking capacity

cosφ=0.4，10A

cosφ=0.4，20A

L/R=20ms，3A

L/R=20ms，6A

＞尺寸A、B按照客户要求制作，开关最多层数40层

 Two holes installation

Model Implication

Model Implication and Standard

Switch Series Code Including 10、20、25、30、60 

Serial No. 

40Switch Stage No.

NO Contact No.

NC Contact No.

T refers to timing sequence requirement and timing diagram is needed.

Note: NC contact No.+NO contact No. switch stage no.X2

Using Condition

Carried Standards

Contact Diagram

The timing sequence can be customized per client’s need

Normal Contact

Normal Contact

Delay Contact

Delay Contact

Closed

Open Note: The switching accuracy of rotary switch is 

RXD10 Series Auxliary Switches

Overviews

Technical Data

Overall dimension and installation

Size A, B can be customized per client’s need. The switch stage no. can reach 40.

Ambient temperature:

Altitude:     3000M

Pollution level: 3 

Air relative humidity:

Installation category:

Vibration acceleration: no more than 15m/s

90%
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Serial No. 

40Switch Stage No.
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T refers to timing sequence requirement and timing diagram is needed.
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Using Condition
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Contact Diagram
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Closed

Open Note: The switching accuracy of rotary switch is 
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Overviews

Technical Data

Overall dimension and installation

Size A, B can be customized per client’s need. The switch stage no. can reach 40.

Ambient temperature:
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RXD25 series auxiliary switches are mainly applicable for circuit breakers, earth switches, isolating switches and other 

operating mechanisms in high-voltage electrical equipment. The switches stages can reach 40. The switches has thin 

stage, compact structure, small size and can be used in small mechanism.

RXD20 series auxiliary switches are mainly applicable for circuit breakers, earth switches, isolating switches and other 

operating mechanisms in high-voltage electrical equipment. The switches stages can reach 22. The switches has thin 

stage, compact structure, small size and can be used in small mechanism.
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RXD25 Series Auxliary SwitchesRXD20 Series Auxliary Switches

Rated insulation voltage

AC-15

DC-13

690V

20A

4000V

Voltage level

220V

110V

220V

110V

200,000 times

10,000 times，220VDC，1A，L/R=20ms

10,000 times，110VDC，2A，L/R=20ms

4mm2

Breacking capacity

cosφ=0.4，8A

cosφ=0.4，16A

L/R=20ms，1A

L/R=20ms，2A

Conventional althermal current
                   (Ith)

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Connection sectionRated impulse voltage

Use Catagory

Size A, B can be customized per client’s need. The switch stage no. can reach 22.

Size A, B can be customized per client’s need. The switch stage no. can reach 40.

 Four holes installation

 Two holes installation

AC-15

DC-13

690V

20A

4000V

Voltage level

220V

110V

220V

110V

200,000 times

10,000 times，220VDC，1A，L/R=20ms

10,000 times，110VDC，2A，L/R=20ms

4mm2

Breaking capacity

cosφ=0.4，8A

cosφ=0.4，16A

L/R=20ms，1A

L/R=20ms，2A

Rated insulation voltage

Conventional althermal current
                   (Ith)

Rated impulse voltage

Use Catagory

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Connection section

Overviews

Technical Data

Overall dimension and installation

Overviews

Technical Data

Overall dimension and installation
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RXD25 series auxiliary switches are mainly applicable for circuit breakers, earth switches, isolating switches and other 

operating mechanisms in high-voltage electrical equipment. The switches stages can reach 40. The switches has thin 

stage, compact structure, small size and can be used in small mechanism.

RXD20 series auxiliary switches are mainly applicable for circuit breakers, earth switches, isolating switches and other 

operating mechanisms in high-voltage electrical equipment. The switches stages can reach 22. The switches has thin 

stage, compact structure, small size and can be used in small mechanism.
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Overviews
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RXD60 series auxiliary switches are mainly applicable for circuit breakers, earth switches, isolating switches and other 

operating mechanisms in high-voltage electrical equipment. The switches stages can reach 40. The switches has built-in 

arc extinguishing device which has big advantage for breaking DC inductive loop.

RXD30 series auxiliary switches are mainly applicable for circuit breakers, earth switches, isolating switches and other 

operating mechanisms in high-voltage electrical equipment. The switches stages can reach 30.  To use the tool from the 

same side, convenient wiring and high efficiency.
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RXD30 Series Auxliary Switches

AC-15

DC-13

690V

20A

4000V

220V

110V

220V

110V

200,000 times

10,000 times，220VDC，3A，L/R=20ms

10,000 times，110VDC，6A，L/R=20ms

4mm2

Breaking capacity

cosφ=0.4，10A

cosφ=0.4，20A

L/R=20ms，3A

L/R=20ms，6A

Rated insulation voltage

Conventional althermal current
                   (Ith)

Rated impulse voltage

Use Catagory Voltage level

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Connection section

 Two holes installation

 Four holes installation

Size A, B can be customized per client’s need. The switch stage no. can reach 30.

RXD60 Series Auxliary Switches

AC-15

DC-13

690V

20A

4000V

Voltage level

220V

110V

220V

110V

200,000 times

10,000 times，220VDC，4A，L/R=20ms

10,000 times，110VDC，8A，L/R=20ms

4mm2

Breaking Capacity

cosφ=0.4，10A

cosφ=0.4，20A

L/R=20ms，4A

L/R=20ms，8A

Rated insulation voltage

Conventional althermal current
                   (Ith)

Rated impulse voltage

Use Catagory

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Connection section

 Two holes installation

 Four holes installation

Size A, B can be customized per client’s need. The switch stage no. can reach 40.

Overviews

Technical Data

Overall dimension and installation

Overviews

Technical Data

Overall dimension and installation
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RXD60 series auxiliary switches are mainly applicable for circuit breakers, earth switches, isolating switches and other 

operating mechanisms in high-voltage electrical equipment. The switches stages can reach 40. The switches has built-in 

arc extinguishing device which has big advantage for breaking DC inductive loop.

RXD30 series auxiliary switches are mainly applicable for circuit breakers, earth switches, isolating switches and other 

operating mechanisms in high-voltage electrical equipment. The switches stages can reach 30.  To use the tool from the 

same side, convenient wiring and high efficiency.
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RXD30 Series Auxliary Switches

AC-15

DC-13

690V

20A

4000V

220V

110V

220V

110V

200,000 times

10,000 times，220VDC，3A，L/R=20ms

10,000 times，110VDC，6A，L/R=20ms

4mm2

Breaking capacity

cosφ=0.4，10A

cosφ=0.4，20A

L/R=20ms，3A

L/R=20ms，6A

Rated insulation voltage

Conventional althermal current
                   (Ith)

Rated impulse voltage

Use Catagory Voltage level

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Connection section

 Two holes installation

 Four holes installation

Size A, B can be customized per client’s need. The switch stage no. can reach 30.

RXD60 Series Auxliary Switches

AC-15

DC-13

690V

20A

4000V

Voltage level

220V

110V

220V

110V

200,000 times

10,000 times，220VDC，4A，L/R=20ms

10,000 times，110VDC，8A，L/R=20ms

4mm2

Breaking Capacity

cosφ=0.4，10A

cosφ=0.4，20A

L/R=20ms，4A

L/R=20ms，8A

Rated insulation voltage

Conventional althermal current
                   (Ith)

Rated impulse voltage

Use Catagory

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Connection section

 Two holes installation

 Four holes installation

Size A, B can be customized per client’s need. The switch stage no. can reach 40.

Overviews

Technical Data

Overall dimension and installation

Overviews

Technical Data

Overall dimension and installation
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